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ABSTRACT
We model the process of wet chemical etching of the external surface of a single-bore microstructured silicon dioxide fiber in hydrofluoric
acid (HFA) while water is pumped through the internal channel to prevent etching of it. The model uses the Stokes flow for the velocity
throughout the system and the advection–diffusion equation for the concentration of HFA. We determine the etch rate as a function of HFA
concentration using data from experiments designed for this purpose, from which we calculate the change in the fiber surface. We solve our
equations using a time-stepping finite-element method and verify our model by comparing to results found experimentally. We investigate
the effects of different water flow rates, diffusivity, buoyancy, and bore radius. We find the water being pumped through the bore does not
fully protect it and there is some etching of the internal channel, which is difficult to see in experimental images. We also obtain an estimate
of the diffusivity of high-concentration HFA in water.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0014335., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Microstructured silicon dioxide (SiO2) fibers are glass fibers of
100 μm–200 μm diameter with one or more internal channels of
2 μm–10 μm diameter running along their length. Aside from their
use as optical fibers and sensors, such fibers are used in the fabrica-
tion of axicon microlenses, whereby a cone-shaped tip is formed at
one end using fiber polishing,1,2 focused ion beam technology,3,4 or
etching with hydrofluoric acid (HFA).5–7 Recently, microstructured
SiO2 fibers have been used to produce emitter tips for electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry. The sensitivity of electrospray ioniza-
tion mass spectrometry is enhanced by reducing the size of droplets
leaving the emitter tip, with the droplet size being influenced by
both channel diameter and the distance beyond the channel wet by
the fluid because of surface tension. Thus, improving performance
is heavily dependent on emitter tip geometry and the flow rate of
the biomolecule solution being analyzed. Based on industry require-
ments, this paper is focused on the development of emitter tips that
can operate at nano-flow rates, each of which is an axisymmetric
cylinder with a single channel (the bore) of constant diameter having

a tip that tapers to a very small outer diameter, a little larger than the
bore diameter, at the tip end. The taper should be sufficiently long
and/or of a shape to minimize wetting around the bore. To make
such an emitter tip, a fiber is first drawn with a constant bore diam-
eter of 2 μm–10 μm and outer diameter of 125 μm. A method is then
needed to produce the tapered tip at one end.

One method is to heat a portion of the fiber and pull the ends
to stretch the heated region; breaking or cleaving at the narrowest
point yields two finely tapered needle-like tips. However, this typi-
cally results in emitter tips with a tapered bore, which are susceptible
to clogging. To maintain a uniform bore diameter along the emit-
ter tip while forming an external taper, a new fabrication process
is being developed, whereby the end of a fiber is dipped in HFA
while pumping water through the internal channel,5 as depicted in
Fig. 1. The intention is to etch away the outer surface of the fiber
while maintaining a constant bore diameter. The water entering the
HFA solution from the fiber bore both protects the internal chan-
nel from etching and creates a concentration gradient around the
fiber end, which determines the geometry etched. Experiments have
shown that higher flow rates create wider, convex geometries, while
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FIG. 1. A longitudinal section through an axisymmetric fiber dipped in hydrofluoric
acid (HFA), showing the initial geometry in the (r, z) plane, where r is the radial
coordinate and z is the axial coordinate. Water is pumped through the bore of the
fiber into the HFA solution.

lower flow rates create narrower, concave geometries more suitable
for emitter tips.

In this paper, we describe a mathematical model of the etching
process and its numerical solution. Numerical results are compared
with experiments to validate the model, and the model is used to
investigate the influence of the key parameters, including the flow
rate of the water and the etching time, on the final geometry of
the emitter tip. As will be seen, the model results have highlighted
outcomes of the etching process not previously identified by exper-
iment, in particular, some etching of the internal channel despite
the flow of protecting water through it. Furthermore, the model has
brought to light improvements in the experimental setup needed for
repeatable production of emitter tips.

Hydrofluoric acid is a solution of hydrogen fluoride (HF) in
water, which is commonly used to etch and polish glass due to its
high reactivity with SiO2 molecules. The generally accepted chemical
reaction governing the etching of SiO2 by HF is8,9

SiO2 + 6HF→ H2SiF6 + 2H2O. (1)

In concentrations of HF above 48% by weight, the HF spontaneously
forms noxious fumes, so decreasing the liquid concentration unpre-
dictably. As a result, it is common practice in the etching of SiO2 to
use HFA with 48% HF by weight in order to maximize the etching
properties of the HFA, while maintaining predictable etch rates and
safety.

Noulty and Leaist10 investigated the diffusivity of HFA in water
experimentally for HFA solutions of 0.002%–0.2% HF by weight,
with measurements at stronger concentrations being unsuccessful
due to the formation of bubbles of HF vapor. They found a slight
variation in HFA diffusivity at these low HF concentrations. How-
ever, due to a lack of data, the dependence of the diffusivity on
concentration at higher HFA concentrations is not known and we
shall assume a constant diffusivity as is common in the modeling of
etching using HFA.11,12

Our model for the etching of an axisymmetric single-bore
microstructured fiber is described in Sec. II. We use the advection–
diffusion equation, with advection driven by the change in fluid
density with HFA concentration, to model HFA transport and con-
centration. Because of the low Reynolds number of the flow, we

assume the Stokes flow. We use (1) to calculate the flux of HFA at
the fiber surface due to etching. Section III describes our method
for numerical solution of our model, for which we use the finite-
element software package FEniCS. In Sec. IV, we investigate how
the various model parameters influence the geometry of the etched
tip and, in Sec. V, compare model predictions with experimental
results. Conclusions and avenues for future investigation are given
in Sec. VI.

We here note that the injection of a lower density fluid below
the surface of a higher density fluid, as in our problem, drives a
free-convection flow (see Sec. III), which has some features in com-
mon with buoyant plumes. In particular at the bore outlet where the
lower density water is forced into the higher density acid, a structure
forms akin to the vortex ring associated with starting forced plumes
as studied by Gao and Yu,13 although it is not carried much below
the outlet because of the low Reynolds number of the flow. Further-
more, the entrainment flow that develops is similar to that driven by
a buoyant plume as, for example, seen in Vajipeyajula et al.14 Never-
theless, the changing fiber geometry due to etching affects the flow
and, in turn, the concentration profile, making our problem more
complex.

While the problem of interest in this paper is the etching of
SiO2 fibers with hydrofluoric acid while water is pumped through
the bore, the model is applicable to the etching of many materi-
als, including natural quartz, fused silica, doped silica, borosilicate,
sodium silicate and conductive glass, bulk metallic glasses and stain-
less steel, using many etchants such as hydrofluoric acid, ammonium
bifluoride, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, or hydrogen
peroxide, and a non-reactive liquid other than water may be pumped
through the bore. Therefore, for generality, our model is derived
for a concentration-dependent diffusivity of the reactive fluid in
the non-reactive fluid. In order to use the model for other etching
problems, suitable relations must be determined and used for the
(possibly concentration-dependent) diffusivity, the concentration-
dependent density of the etchant, the concentration-dependent etch
rate, and the flux of etchant at the material surface due to etching.
This will have a quantitative, but likely not qualitative, effect on the
results contained in this paper.

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, we model the system in axisymmetric cylin-

drical coordinates r = (r, z), with the z axis directed vertically upward
along the central axis of the fiber. At initial time (t = 0), the bottom
of the fiber is at z = 0. The r axis measures distance radially outward
from the central axis, and gravity is directed downward such that
g = (0, −g). Initially, the fiber has bore radius rb and outer radius
R. Because of the similarity in the viscosities of water and HFA, we
assume a constant fluid viscosity μ throughout the entire system. For
convenience, we refer to the intersection of the fiber bottom with
the internal bore wall as the “peak” and the intersection of the fiber
bottom with the external wall as the “shoulder.”

A. Velocity
We model the flow profile, u = (ur , uz), as Stokes flow with

the Boussinesq approximation for buoyancy due to the density
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difference between water and HFA. The density of HFA is greater
than that of water, and we assume the fluid density to be

ρ = ρ(c) = ρa − B(c), (2)

where c is the volume fraction of 48% HF by weight HFA, which has
density ρa, and B(c) ≥ 0 with B(1) = 0. This gives us the mass and
momentum conservation equations as

∇ ⋅ u = 0, (3)

∇p = μ∇2u − gB(c), (4)

where p is pressure and ∇ is the del operator in axisymmetric cylin-
drical coordinates. For concentrations of HF in water up to 48% by
weight, the density of HFA is close to linear in c, so that the density
is given by (2) with

B(c) = (1 − c)(ρa − ρw), (5)

where ρw is the density of pure water.
The volume flux of water through the bore is denoted Q. We

place an inlet boundary across the bore at z = 20rb, which is suffi-
ciently far from z = 0 that the HFA concentration is zero and no
etching of the bore occurs in its vicinity. The flow through this inlet
is modeled as Poiseuille flow in the negative z direction; that is, the
flow velocity at the inlet boundary is u = (0, −ub), where

ub = 2Q
πr4

b
(r2

b − r2) for 0 ≤ r ≤ rb. (6)

On the surface of the fiber, we have no slip u = 0. We place outer
boundaries at r = 50rb and z = ±50rb, which are far from the bore
outlet but within the HFA solution surrounding the fiber, on which
we apply the no stress conditions

[pI + μ(∇u + (∇u)T)] ⋅ n = 0, (7)

where I is the identity matrix and n = (nr , nz) is the unit out-
ward normal vector to the boundary, i.e., directed outward from the
fluid.

B. Concentration
We model the concentration of HFA using the advection–

diffusion model, given in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates by

∂c
∂t
= ∇ ⋅ (D(c)∇c) − u ⋅ ∇c, (8)

where D(c) is the concentration-dependant diffusivity and c = 1 is
water containing 48% by weight HF, i.e., the strongest possible HFA
concentration.

As indicated by (1), there is a loss of HF at the fiber surface due
to etching, which we include in the model as a flux condition on the
fiber boundary. Let ER(c) be the thickness of SiO2 removed per unit
time due to etching, which we refer to as the etch rate. From (1),
we calculate the molar flux of HF due to etching, je, as six times the
number of moles of SiO2 etched per unit time, that is,

je = 6
ρSER
MS

, (9)

where the density and molar mass of SiO2 are ρS and MS, respec-
tively. Multiplying (9) by the molar mass of HF, MHF , we convert
from the molar flux to the mass flux of HF molecules. Noting that
the mass concentration of HF molecules is given by 0.48ρac, we have,
using Fick’s law,

−0.48ρaD(c) ∂c
∂n
= 6

MHF

MS
ρSER

or

−D(c) ∂c
∂n
= 12.5

MHF

MS

ρS
ρa

ER (10)

at the fiber boundary. The loss of HF mass due to etching is accom-
panied by a small gain of H2SiF6 and H2O, which we have neglected
in our model.

At the inlet boundary, we have pure water, c = 0, at the outer
boundaries r = 50rb and z = 50rb, we assume no diffusive flux,
D(c)∂c/∂n = 0, and at the lower boundary z = −50rb, we assume
we are sufficiently far from the fiber that the fluid is pure HFA,
c = 1. Water is pumped through the fiber until it has reached a steady
state before the fiber is placed in the HFA; hence, we have the initial
condition

c =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if r ≤ rb and z ≥ 0,

1 otherwise.
(11)

C. Etch rate and moving fiber surface boundary
We denote the location of the fiber surface at time t in para-

metric form as rf = (rf (t), zf (t)). The equation governing the fiber
surface location is given by

d
dt
(rf ) = ERn. (12)

For the etch rate function ER(c), we use the relation given by Monk
et al.,12

ER = k1cα(1 + k2cβ), (13)

where k1, k2, α, and β are positive constants. It has been shown (see,
for example, Spierings9) that the relationship between concentration
and etch rate is close to linear at low concentrations c when ER ≈ k1cα

and, hence, we expect α ≈ 1.
To determine appropriate parameter values for (13), we per-

formed experiments, whereby silica fibers were held in solutions of
different HFA concentration, c, for different amounts of time and
the thickness etched found from the difference in the fiber diame-
ters before and after. We then computed the experimental etch rate
ER for each c and, finally, the parameter values (see Table I) that
gave a best fit between (13) and our data. Further details are given in
Appendix A.

D. Non-dimensionalization
With reference to the typical dimensional parameters for our

problem, as given in Table I, we now introduce scaled variables,
denoted by tildes and defined by

r = rbr̃, u = k1k2ũ, t = rb
k1k2

t̃, p = μk1k2

rb
p̃. (14)
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TABLE I. Values of the parameters and variables used.

Parameter Value Units

ρa 1.15 × 103 kg/m3

ρw 1.00 × 103 kg/m3

ρS 2.65 × 103 kg/m3

MHF 20.01 × 10−3 kg/mol
MS 60.08 × 10−3 kg/mol
μ 9 × 10−4 Pa s
rb 2 × 10−6–5 × 10−6 m
R 62.5 × 10−6 m
k1 7.639 × 10−9 m/s
k2 2.475
α 1
β 2.296
Q 1 × 10−14–3 × 10−12 m3/s
D 1 × 10−9–2 × 10−8 m2/s

We also define the dimensionless parameters

Bc = −g r
2
b(ρa − ρw)
μk1k2

, Uc = 2Q
πk1k2r2

b
, Jc = 12.5

MHF

MS

ρS
ρa

, (15)

and the dimensionless diffusivity function

D̃(c) = D(c)
rbk1k2

. (16)

Our dimensional model is then, dropping the tildes for convenience,

∇ ⋅ u = 0, (17)

∇p = ∇2u + Bc(1 − c), (18)

∂c
∂t
= ∇ ⋅ (D(c)∇c) − u ⋅ ∇c, (19)

subject to the initial condition

c =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if r ≤ 1 and z ≥ 0,

1 otherwise
(20)

and boundary conditions as follows: On the inlet boundary z = 20,
0 ≤ r ≤ 1, we have

u = (0,−ub), (21)

c = 0, (22)

where ub = Uc(1 − r2). On the surface of the fiber, rf ,

u = 0, (23)

D(c) ∂c
∂n
= −Jc[cα( 1

k2
+ cβ)], (24)

d
dt
(rf ) = cα( 1

k2
+ cβ)n. (25)

On the outer boundaries r = 50 and z = 50,

[−pI + (∇u + (∇u)T)] ⋅ n = 0, (26)

D(c) ∂c
∂n
= 0. (27)

On the outer boundary z = −50,

[−pI + (∇u + (∇u)T)] ⋅ n = 0, (28)

c = 1. (29)

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
We solve our model using a time-stepping finite-element

method within the software package FEniCS. Let Δt be the time step
size and tn = nΔt denote the time at the nth time step. Using the first-
order implicit Euler method to approximate (19) and (25) where we
have linearized (19), we obtain

cn+1 = cn + Δt{∇ ⋅ (D(cn)∇cn+1) − un ⋅ ∇cn+1}, (30)

rn+1
f = rnf + Δt{(cn+1)α( 1

k2
+ (cn+1)β)n}. (31)

We also use the automatic mesh generation facility in FEniCS to gen-
erate an unstructured triangular mesh over the spatial flow domain
having nodes i = 1, . . ., I with coordinates (ri, zi).

Now, given the computational domain and concentration
cn(ri, zi) at time tn, we

1. solve (17) and (18), using cn(ri, zi) and subject to (21), (23),
(26), and (28), for the flow velocity un(ri, zi) and pressure
pn(ri, zi) at time tn;

2. solve (30), subject to (22), (24), (27), and (29), to determine
cn+1(ri, zi) at the next time tn+1;

3. solve (31) at each boundary node of the fiber to determine its
new location and so update the fiber boundary;

4. redistribute nodes on boundaries and, using the inbuilt auto-
matic re-meshing class in FEniCS, adjust the mesh over the
domain;

5. interpolate the solution cn+1(ri, zi) onto the new mesh.

We then increment n and repeat this procedure. Beginning
with n = 0 and our initial conditions, we thus obtain the solutionat
discrete times tn, n = 0, 1, . . ..

The updating of the fiber boundaries and redistribution of
mesh nodes warrant further discussion. In general, the normal n
used in (31) to update the coordinates of a node on the fiber bound-
ary is the average of the normals of the two neighboring boundary
segments. However, to compute new positions of a peak or shoulder
point (defined in Sec. II and shown in Fig. 1), we compute new end
points of each of the neighboring boundary segments using the nor-
mal to that segment and then take the new peak or shoulder point to
be the intersection of the two new boundary segments so obtained.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the shoulder node, where the crosses
mark the boundary node positions and the solid lines joining them
show the boundary segments at the given time, the circles mark
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FIG. 2. An example of the placement of the shoulder node.

the new end points and the dashed lines show the new positions
of the boundary segments computed in the manner just described,
and the asterisk marks the new position of the shoulder node at the
intersection of the new boundary segments. To avoid any mesh and

computational problems (due to the decrease over time of the dis-
tance between a peak/shoulder node and its neighboring boundary
nodes, or the possible complete removal of a boundary segment),
we then redistribute the nodes on the fiber surface each side of the
peak/shoulder so as to maintain their original separation ratios.

We also redistribute the nodes on all other boundaries in
order to avoid excessive mesh distortion. Finally, we use FEniCS
inbuilt automatic re-meshing class to redistribute the internal nodes.
Figure 3 shows examples of the mesh at t = 0 and t = 5. Although we
can see there is some compression of the mesh elements around the
peak and some stretching of the elements around the shoulder, these
effects are significantly reduced due to our mesh updating method
described above.

Results from a typical simulation for a fiber with external and
bore radii of 62.5 μm and 5 μm, respectively, corresponding to
dimensionless external and bore radii of 12.5 and 1, respectively, are
shown in Fig. 4. A flux of Q = 50 nl/min = 8.333 m3/s and diffusion
coefficient of D = 10−8 m2/s have been assumed with all other physi-
cal parameters as given in Table I, yielding dimensionless parameters
Bc = −2161.952 k, Uc = 1.122 × 106, D̃ = 1.058 × 105, and Jc = 9.593.
Shown are the fiber geometry and fluid velocity at the given times,
together with the updated HFA concentration computed from these.

FIG. 3. A computational mesh at (a) t = 0
and (b) t = 5 showing the distortion of the
mesh due to the movement of the fiber
boundary.

FIG. 4. Fiber geometry, together with
the velocity (vectors) and concentration
(shading) of the surrounding HFA, at
times (a) t = Δt = 0.01 and (b) t = 5
for a fiber with external and bore radii of
62.5 μm and 5 μm, and with a flux
Q = 50 nl/min = 8.333 m3/s and diffusivity
D = 10−8 m2/s.
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FIG. 5. A schematic of the flow profile on formation of a
sharp peak.

The color of the background is scaled with c and its color bar is
shown in the bottom right of the figure. The arrows show the direc-
tion of the flow and are colored with the magnitude of u for 0 ≤ |u|
≤ 4 × 104 and with no color variation for 4 × 104 ≤ |u| ≤ Uc, the
corresponding color bar being at the top right.

We see that the HFA concentration near the peak is low and
increases with distance from the peak to the maximum, c = 1 (48%
HF by weight). The decrease in fluid density with decreasing HFA
concentration drives a flow circulation (not seen in the portion of the
computational domain shown in Fig. 4). Buoyancy drives the flow
upward in the regions of lower HFA concentration near the fiber,
while far away the flow is downward. Focusing on the velocity near
the peak, we see that the velocity of the water coming out of the bore
is quickly slowed and we find the water flux through the bore mainly
affects the velocity profile through the dilution of the HFA. As the
fiber etches and a sharper peak forms, as in Fig. 4(b), we find a vortex
forms just to the side of the peak, which leads to a higher etch rate
in this area by slowing dilution of the HFA. A schematic of this flow
profile is shown in Fig. 5.

IV. PARAMETER INVESTIGATION
In order to improve our understanding of the etching process,

we now examine how the bore radius rb and flux Q through the bore
affect the solution. In addition, because at the high HFA concen-
trations used in etching the diffusivity D and its sensitivity to HFA
concentration are unknown, we assume a constant diffusivity and
consider the effect of its value on the solution. Table I gives the range
of values for each of D, rb, and Q over which we investigate. All other
model parameters are considered to be fixed with values as given in
Table I. Because of the applicability of the model to etching with
other reactive and non-reactive fluids, we conclude this section with
a brief investigation of the effect of changing the density difference
between the non-reactive and reactive fluids.

The water entering the HFA from the fiber bore creates a water
“blanket” around the bore outlet (recall that HFA is more dense than
water) into which HFA diffuses. The greater the flux Q, the greater
the extent of the “blanket” around the bore outlet, and the greater
the distance the HFA must travel through this “blanket” in order to

etch the fiber. The protection provided by this water “blanket” will
depend on the magnitude of the diffusivity; the larger the diffusivity,
the less effective the water “blanket.” It is to be expected that the
etching of the fiber over time will depend on the balance between
the advective flux of water and the diffusive flux of HFA, i.e., the
ratio

F = Uc

D̃
= 2Q
πrbD

. (32)

Figure 6 shows the effects of varying F on the geometry of
a fiber with initial bore radius 5 μm, which, for a fiber of
external radius R = 62.5 μm, corresponds to a dimensionless
external radius R/rb = 12.5; the solid lines correspond to fixed
D = 10−8 m2/s and varying Q = πrbDF/2, and the dashed lines corre-
spond to fixed Q = 50 nl/min and varying D = 2Q/(πrbF). From this
figure, we can see greater etching for smaller F and a similar fiber
profile for different choices of Q and D corresponding to the same
value F. A large F means a weak HFA concentration adjacent to the
fiber, which increases slowly from the peak to the shoulder of the
fiber so that etching takes longer and results in a convex shape on
the bottom of the fiber, at least in the short term. Conversely, small
F means a large HFA concentration adjacent to the fiber, a faster
increase from the peak to the shoulder, more rapid etching, and a
concave shape on the fiber bottom due to etching. Note that the
increasing HFA concentration along the initially vertical outer sur-
face of the fiber from the shoulder to the surface of the HFA solution
into which the fiber is dipped leads to more etching of this surface
with distance from the shoulder, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Finally, it
is apparent from Fig. 6(b) that a small value F results, after a suffi-
ciently long time, in a fiber of small diameter at which point there
is little change in HFA concentration from peak to shoulder and a
fairly uniform etch rate across the bottom of the fiber.

For convenience, we now define (rpk(t), zpk(t)) and (rsr(t),
zsr(t)) to be the (dimensionless) coordinates of the peak and shoul-
der at time t, where (rpk(0), zpk(0)) = (1, 0) and (rsr(0), zsr(0))
= (12.5, 0). As shown in Fig. 6, for all values of F, there is, initially,
more vertical etching at the shoulder than at the peak so that the tip
amplitude, defined to be the vertical distance zsr(t) − zpk(t) between
the peak and the shoulder, initially increases over time. For suffi-
ciently small F, the rapid increase in HFA concentration with radial
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FIG. 6. Fiber geometry at times (a)
t = 1 and (b) t = 8 for different values F.
Solid lines: fixed D = 10−8 m2/s, vary-
ing Q = πrbDF/2. Dashed lines: fixed
Q = 50 nl/min, varying D = 2Q/(πrbF).
Here, the initial dimensionless external
fiber radius is R/rb = 12.5. (Note, r and
z are scaled with rb.)

distance from the peak results in the fiber bottom becoming more
steep in the neighborhood of the peak and the tip becoming quite
pointed/sharp in this region. Eventually, further etching of the inner
bore wall and externally in this region results in the removal of the
sharp tip such that the vertical coordinate zpk of the peak increases,
as demonstrated in Fig. 7. In addition, after sufficient time, the over-
all narrowing of the fiber reduces the radial distance rsr − rpk between
the shoulder and the peak and the change in HFA concentration
from peak to shoulder decreases. Together, these two effects result at
later time in greater etching at the peak compared with the shoulder
and a reduction in the tip amplitude over time. This initial increase
and subsequent decrease in the tip amplitude over time are shown,
for various values of F, in Fig. 8. For this and subsequent figures, the
diffusivity was held constant at D = 10−8 m2/s with the value of F
varied by changing the water flux Q through the bore; as in Fig. 6,
the initial dimensionless external radius of the fiber was R/rb = 12.5.
Very similar curves are obtained if the water flux is held fixed and
the diffusivity is varied.

Because the bore is not fully protected by the flow, there is some
increase in the peak radius, and the bore in the neighborhood of
the peak, due to etching. For larger values of F, this increase is very

FIG. 7. Etching at the peak when the fiber bottom becomes steep in its neighbor-
hood and further etching results in the removal of the tip end.

small; however, as F decreases, it becomes more significant due to
the increase in HFA concentration at the peak; see, for example,
Fig. 6, F = 2, noting that r = 1 is the initial dimensionless bore
radius. However, if the peak region then becomes pointed/sharp
and further etching removes the very tip as described above, then
the peak radius may subsequently reduce. Figure 9(a) shows the
radial coordinate rpk of the peak against time for different values
of F, while Fig. 9(b) shows rpk vs F at different times. We see that
for large F, the peak radius increases progressively with time over
the duration of the simulation. However, for smaller F, the peak
radius first increases and then decreases with time. The values of
F that give rise to the steepest HFA concentration gradients on the
tip (F ∼ 10), i.e., those that produce the most tapered tip shape
from peak to shoulder, give the greatest reduction of the peak radius
after the initial increase. We note from Fig. 9(b) that the change
in peak radius at t = 8 is similar for F ∼ 40 and F ∼ 10, while
Fig. 6(b) shows that F ∼ 10 gives the tip with the sharper, narrower
taper.

For very low values of F, it is possible for the peak and shoulder
to join. An example is shown in Fig. 10 for F = 1, where we see sig-
nificantly more etching of the bore and increase in the peak radius
compared to the examples examined earlier, due to a higher HFA

FIG. 8. Tip amplitude zsr − zpk vs time t for a range of values F; R/rb = 12.5.
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FIG. 9. Dependence of the radial coor-
dinate rpk vs (a) time t at the given val-
ues of F, and (b) F at the given times t;
R/rb = 12.5.

concentration at the peak. In this example, there is a relatively small
gradient in the HFA concentration from peak to shoulder and there-
fore a small tip amplitude and blunt end to the fiber. There is also no
decrease in the peak radius at later time. Eventually, the peak and
shoulder positions meet, which causes our numerical method to fail
due to the loss of a boundary segment. However, beyond this, we
would expect further etching of the external fiber wall to reduce the
peak/shoulder radius and, so, lead to a very slender and fragile fiber
whose bore radius increases smoothly from r = 1 to r = rpk at the
outlet.

We next consider the effect of decreasing the initial bore radius,
i.e., increasing the initial dimensionless fiber radius R/rb, while hold-
ing the diffusivity D and flux Q constant. As seen from the definition
of F, see (32), this parameter increases with decreasing rb. Moreover,
changing rb by a factor p corresponds to changing the initial fiber
radius in the dimensionless problem by the factor 1/p and, in addi-
tion, changes the time scale by a factor p, see (14). Thus, the effect
of changing rb is not that of a simple change in F and, therefore,
we compare the physical geometry over physical time for differ-
ent bore radii rb. Decreasing rb results in a faster flow through the
bore, greater penetration into the HFA, a lower HFA concentration
at the peak, and slower etching in the neighborhood of the peak.

FIG. 10. Etching over time t of a fiber with initial external radius R/rb = 12.5 and
F = 1, showing the joining of the peak and shoulder at t = 6.67.

However, the effect is local with very small change in the geometry
at the shoulder. This is seen in Fig. 11, which shows the shape of the
fiber tip after 30 min of etching with water flux Q nl/min through
the bore for rb = 2.5 μm and rb = 5 μm; for both values rb, the ini-
tial external radius is R = 62.5 μm and the diffusivity is held fixed at
D = 10−8 m2/s. In particular, there is little change in the etched fiber
width.

We conclude this section with an investigation of how the dif-
ference in density between the reactive etchant (HFA) and non-
reactive fluid (water), i.e., the buoyancy of the non-reactive fluid
relative to the denser reactive fluid, affects the outcome. To do this,
we simply replace Bc with kbBc for a constant kb ≥ 0, see (15). The
smaller the value of kb, the smaller the density difference. Note that
kb < 1 corresponds to reactive and non-reactive fluids with a density
difference smaller than that of 48% HFA and water, which might
result from a weaker HFA solution. On the other hand, since 48%
HFA is the strongest practical HFA solution, kb > 1 corresponds
to a completely different etchant and/or a non-reactive fluid other
than water. We find that kb > 1 results in more etching in a given
amount of time compared with k = 1, while k < 1 results in less
etching. However, the change is very small, as shown in Fig. 12. The

FIG. 11. Fiber profiles for rb = 2.5 μm (solid) and 5 μm (dashed) after 30 min
of etching with flux Q nl/min through the bore. In each case, R = 62.5 μm and
D = 10−8 m2/s.
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FIG. 12. Effect of the density difference between reactive and non-reactive fluids
expressed as kb(ρa − ρw), for F = 10 at time t = 8.

flow in the etchant is quite weak and, while driven by the buoyancy
of the non-reactive fluid entering the HFA through the fiber bore,
is not very sensitive to its magnitude, with halving or doubling the
density difference having very little effect on the outcome, provided
the magnitude is sufficiently large to dominate the inertia of the flux
through the bore.

Our investigation into the parameters of our system has shown
that the etching of the fiber is not sensitive to the bore radius (within
a practical range) or the buoyancy of the non-reactive fluid relative
to the etchant. The system is, however, sensitive to the ratio of the
advective flux Q and the diffusive flux (measured by D), through
the effect on the magnitude of the parameter F. This parameter
determines the HFA concentration profile, which, in turn, has a pro-
found impact on the final etched profile. Higher diffusivity or lower
advective flux creates a stronger concentration gradient along the
fiber bottom and sharp peaks, while low diffusivity or high advec-
tive flux results in a smaller HFA concentration gradient and less
sharp peaks. Hence, in order to control the geometry of the fiber
tip, the flux Q and diffusivity D must be such that a HFA con-
centration profile with both the required strength and gradient is
obtained.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In addition to the modeling described above, an experimental
investigation of etching has been carried out and we here compare
model and experimental results. Fibers of nominal external radius
R = 62.5 μm and bore radius rb = 5 μm were dipped into 48% by
weight hydrofluoric acid to a depth of 2 cm, with each fiber in its
own test tube such that its axis was aligned with the central axis of
the test tube and perpendicular to the HFA surface. A fiber was left
to etch for a period T of 10 min, 15 min, 25 min, 30 min, or 32.5 min
during which time water was pumped through the fiber bore with a
flow rate Q of 25 nl/min, 50 nl/min, or 100 nl/min. On account of
the low pressure required at low flow rates, 25 nl/min was found to
be the minimum flow rate possible at which the pump in use could
provide a consistent flow. After the allotted time T, each fiber was
removed from the acid and dipped into a test tube of water in order
to wash any remaining acid off the fiber surface. The experiment
for each combination of time T and flow rate Q was completed in
triplicate to demonstrate consistency.

After etching, a picture of each fiber was taken under an opti-
cal microscope and imported into the image processing and analysis
package ImageJ, which was used to obtain the external shape of
the fiber as a set of (X, Y) coordinates in pixels. These data were
then manipulated to obtain the geometry as a set of (x, ẑ) coordi-
nates in μm, with the center of the bore outlet at the origin and the
fiber axis on the vertical ẑ axis. Note that the carets are used on the
vertical coordinate because the origin in this coordinate system is
shifted vertically compared with the coordinate system of the model.
Figure 13(a) shows the profile of the etched tip of a fiber, so obtained.
Strictly, in this figure, the points through the fiber bore are not in the
cross-sectional plane of those on the sides. Hence, we neglected the
data points within the fiber bore and kept only those corresponding
to the sides of the fiber tip. Then, bearing in mind that data from
an ideal experiment would be axisymmetric, we split the data into
two sets of points (r, ẑ) = (|x|, ẑ), one for each side of the fiber tip.
Finally, we determined the degree six polynomial of best fit for each
of the two sets of data. Figure 13(b) shows the modified data and
polynomials corresponding to Fig. 13(a), where the blue and red
points correspond to the left and right sides of the fiber tip, respec-
tively, and the solid and dashed lines are the polynomials of best fit

FIG. 13. (a) Fiber tip profile as shown by
plotting (x, ẑ) data points from ImageJ
and (b) data points (r = |x|, ẑ) show-
ing the asymmetry in the fiber tip pro-
file, where we have subtracted the final
dimensional peak radius Rpk from r ;
Q = 25 nl/min, T = 15 min, R ≈ 62.5 μm,
rb ≈ 5 μm.
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FIG. 14. Mean (blue) and standard deviation (red) of the Width-Fit vs diffusivity D.

for the left and right sides of the fiber tip, respectively. The asymme-
try clearly evident in the profile is most likely caused by the fiber axis
not being exactly perpendicular to the acid surface during etching,
so that, with the bottom of the fiber being at an angle to the horizon-
tal, the buoyant water would flow more readily in the direction of
greatest slope resulting in a more dilute HFA concentration profile
and less etching in this direction.

As already mentioned, the experiment for each combination
of etch time T and flow Q was repeated three times. For each
(T, Q) pair, we computed average measurements of the geometry
as follows: For each fiber, measurements were taken of the initial

FIG. 15. Simulated and experimental
fiber tip profiles after etching for (a)
Q = 25 nl/min, T = 10 min; (b) Q = 25
nl/min, T = 30 min; (c) Q = 50 nl/min,
T = 10 min; (d) Q = 50 nl/min, T = 30
min; (e) Q = 100 nl/min, T = 10 min;
(f) Q = 100 nl/min, T = 30 min. D = 9
× 10−9 m2/s was assumed for the simu-
lations. The experimental LHS and RHS
curves are the best-fit polynomials of
degree 6 to the experimental data. Also
shown is the experimentally determined
shoulder radius RE .
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external radius R and the shoulder radius after etching, Rsr , from
which the radial change at the shoulder, R − Rsr , was determined.
Although there was some small variation in R and Rsr across the
three repetitions for given (T,Q), there was relatively less variation in
R − Rsr . Now, before etching, the mean fiber radius across all fibers
(with radii ranging from 60 μm to 65 μm) was R = 63.235 μm and
we defined the experimental shoulder radius after etching for given
(T, Q) to be

RE = R − (R − Rsr), (33)

where R − Rsr is the average radial change at the shoulder over the
three repetitions.

To compare these data with our model, we ran simulations for
a fiber with initial external radius R = 63.235 μm and bore radius
rb = 5 μm. Because the diffusivity of HFA in water is not known, we
ran simulations for each (T, Q) pair with values of D = (1, 2, 3 . . .,
20) × 10−9 m2/s and, for each triple (T, Q, D), obtained the physical
shoulder radius Rsr = rbrsr and the shape of the tip as the set of (r, z)
coordinates at the grid points on the tip surface from the peak to the
shoulder. Since in emitter operation, wetting around the bore may
extend to the shoulder radius and affect the size of droplets leaving
the emitter, this is an important dimension on which we focused to
determine the diffusivity D that gives the best fit of our model with
the experimental data. Thus, from the simulation data, we computed
the “Width-Fit” for each (T, Q, D), defined as

Width-Fit = (RE − Rsr)2, (34)

where RE is the experimental shoulder radius defined above. Then,
for each value D = D, we computed the mean and standard devia-
tion of the Width-Fit across all triples (T,Q,D). As shown in Fig. 14,
both the mean and standard deviation of the Width-Fit are small-
est for D = 9 × 10−9 m2/s, from which we conclude that D = 9
× 10−9 m2/s is a good estimate of the diffusivity of HFA in water.

Figure 15 shows the geometry of the emitter tip as given by the
simulation, and the experimental shoulder radius RE, for different
etching periods T and flows Q. There is good agreement between
RE and the shoulder radius from the simulation in each case. In
addition, overlaying the tip profiles from the simulation for each
(T, Q) are the polynomials that were fitted to the experimental data
for one of the three repetitions. Note that, because of the method
for determining RE, its value does not necessarily correspond to
the shoulder radius for any individual repetition. There is excellent
agreement between experiment and simulation for the larger flows
Q = 50 nl/min and 100 nl/min, allowing that the difference in the
polynomials for (T, Q) = (30 min, 100 nl/min) indicates asymmetry
in the experimental setup. There is, however, less agreement between
experiment and simulation for the low flow Q = 25 nl/min. This is
expected to be largely due to the flow being at the lower bound of the
range over which the pump is reliable, especially given that signifi-
cantly more fluctuation in the pressure reading was observed than
for the higher flow rates.

We note also that it was not possible to accurately measure
the bore radii of the fibers used for the experiments. However, it is
likely that, as with the external fiber radius, there was variation in
the bore radius around the nominal value of rb = 5 μm. As we have
seen in Sec. IV, although the shoulder radius is not strongly depen-
dent on the bore radius, changing the bore radius does affect the tip

geometry, especially in the neighborhood of the peak and at low flow
rate; see Fig. 11. Thus, variation in the bore radius might be a cause
of some of the discrepancy between simulation and experiment at
lower flow rates.

In light of the potential and known variation in the initial
geometry of the fibers, the evident lack of axisymmetry in the exper-
imental setup, and the lack of reliability of the pump at low flow
rate, we conclude that our model, with constant diffusivity D = 9
× 10−9 m2/s, is a good predictor of etching.

VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed the first model for the process of wet

chemical etching of axisymmetric single-bore microstructured sili-
con dioxide fibers in hydrofluoric acid (HFA) while water is pumped
through the bore. Through numerical simulation, we found that the
advective flux of water through the bore and the diffusivity of HFA
in water significantly affect the system, with these parameters deter-
mining the concentration profile of the acid on the fiber boundary.
We found the key quantity to be the balance between advective flux
and diffusive flux, namely the dimensionless parameter

F = 2Q
πrbD

,

where Q is the volumetric flow rate of water through the channel, D
is the diffusivity of HFA in water, and rb is the bore radius. Since D is
a property of the reactive and non-reactive fluids, and with specified
rb, Q is the key parameter for control of the tip geometry and there-
fore of the performance of an emitter tip for electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry made in this manner.

We have also shown that the flow of water through the bore
does not fully protect it from etching, which may increase the radius
of the bore around the outlet and indeed completely remove part of
the tip. This had not been previously detected in experiments and
was revealed by the modeling.

We found that small F results in a narrow, concave tip but with
an increase in the bore radius around the outlet due to etching. Large
F reduces the etching around the bore outlet but yields wider convex
tips. A larger bore outlet suggests larger droplet size; a wider convex-
shaped tip suggests more wetting and larger droplet size also. Since
small droplet size is needed to improve the efficiency of electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry, our simulations indicate there is an
optimal value of F, which yields the smallest droplet size. Then, it
appears possible to select the flow rate Q, which gives the best shaped
tip; reducing the bore radius may also help. Work is needed to deter-
mine how shape affects wetting in order to determine the optimal
initial fiber geometry and flow rate Q.

By comparing simulations with experiments, we have shown
our model to be a good predictor of etching for a constant diffusiv-
ity of high-concentration HFA in water of D ≈ 9 × 10−9 m2/s. To
our knowledge, this is the first estimate for the diffusivity of HFA
with around 48% HF by weight. It compares with the value D ≈ 2
× 10−9 m2/s found by Noulty and Leaist10 for HFA with no more
than 0.2% HF by weight. Other work is needed to confirm our result.
With more precise knowledge of this diffusivity, the initial fiber
geometry, and pump flow rates, it is expected that the accuracy of
our model output would improve.
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A natural continuation of this work would be to consider
multi-bore microstructured fibers, which are of interest as emit-
ter tips. Although this would require a three-dimensional model,
the model developed in this paper is applicable and symmetry of
the channel pattern might be exploited to reduce the domain to a
three-dimensional wedge.
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APPENDIX: ETCH RATE AS A FUNCTION OF HFA
CONCENTRATION

A summary of reaction-rate expressions applicable to chemi-
cal etching is given by Monk et al.12 To determine which of these
expressions to use and appropriate parameter values, we performed
experiments, whereby silica fibers were held in solutions of different
HFA concentration for different amounts of time and the thickness
etched found from the difference in the fiber diameters before and
after. The experiment for each combination of HFA concentration
and hold time was performed in triplicate and the average etch thick-
ness computed. Dividing this thickness by the time taken gave the
etch rate.

The experiments were run using fibers ∼330 μm in diameter.
Solutions of different concentration were made by diluting 48% by
weight HFA (c = 1) with water; HFA volume fractions of 25%, 50%,
75%, and 100% were used yielding solutions with c = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1, respectively. Hold times of 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, and 30 min
were used. Table II shows the average etch rate for each combina-
tion of HFA concentration and hold time. Also shown is the overall
average of the etch rates for a given HFA concentration. These val-
ues fit well with values in the literature.9 Measurements of fiber
diameter and, hence, of computed etch thickness have a tolerance of
±1.5 μm. As a result, the etch rates for the lower concentrations are
less reliable than those for the higher concentrations.

TABLE II. Average etch rates in nm/s for different etch times and HF concentrations.

c 5 min 10 min 15 min 30 min Average

0.25 2.618 2.545 2.278 1.576 2.254
0.5 5.090 6.617 5.575 5.017 5.575
0.75 15.125 11.562 12.944 12.944 13.144
1 27.923 25.960 26.275 25.960 26.529

FIG. 16. Etch rate ER (nm/s) vs concentration c. Red dashed curve: as given by
(13) with parameters (A1). Blue crosses and tolerance bars: as computed from
experimental data.

To determine which etch rate relation gives the best fit to our
experimental data, we first used a least squares algorithm to deter-
mine the relevant parameters for each etch rate relation. The relation
given in (13) gave the smallest norm of the residuals, however gave
a value of α < 1 such that the etch rate had a very steep gradient at
low HFA concentrations, which does not match experimental data.
Hence, using the known linearity of the relationship between con-
centration and etch rate at low concentrations,9 we required α ≥ 1.
On using the least squares algorithm for (13) with α ≥ 1 to obtain
new parameters, we found that this relation still gave the lowest
norm of the residuals. The best-fit parameters (4 sig. figs) were

k1 = 7.639, α = 1.000, k2 = 2.475, β = 2.296. (A1)

Figure 16 shows a plot of the average etch rates given in the final
column of Table II, with tolerance bars showing one standard
deviation, and the curve (13) with parameters (A1).

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data that support the findings of this study are available
within the article.
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